I. Introduction
Accurate simulations of viscous, hypersonic flow generally require high quality grids (hexahedra and prisms) aligned with captured shocks and shear layers. 1 While there is some evidence that simplex elements (tetrahedra in three-dimensional space) may be acceptable in the context of highorder, discontinuous Galerkin method, 2 best practice still emphasizes that alignment of cell faces parallel or orthogonal to shocks, contact surfaces, and shear layers are less likely to distort local flow features with adverse effect of computation of gradient-based quantities (heating and shear). Various flavors of multidimensional reconstruction address some limitations of poorly-aligned grids in the vicinity of shocks and contact discontinuities, but these formulations are still not as accurate as well-aligned, hexahedral and/or prismatic grid systems. 3, 4, 5, 6 Grid alignment becomes more problematic in an unsteady environment. Turbulent boundary layers with hypersonic edge conditions are characterized by shocklets that rapidly form, evolve, and disappear in the vortical structures that transfer mass, momentum, and energy across the layer. 7 In like manner, supersonic jets interacting with shock-dominated external flow are characterized by rapid, pulsing movement that severely impede the ability to generate prismatic grids that remain aligned to all of the interacting discontinuities. 8 Best practice in these environments is to align a prismatic grid or fit a moving boundary to the strongest shocks in the domain and then apply well-tuned shock detectors and limiters to weaker shocks that must be captured, regardless of the local quality of grid alignment.
Is shock capturing with poorly-aligned grids a necessary evil for some, challenging simulations? Localized grid refinement is thought to compensate for associated dissipation errors, but is there a better, more accurate approach? Algorithms to enable detection of discrete features in a simulation, with sufficient accuracy to quantify their evolution across the domain is explored in this paper. In this context, it is not enough to simply detect a feature. Sufficient detail regarding the geometry of the feature must be extracted so that supplementary equations describing feature evolution may be applied. In the case of simple advection, if a discontinuity is detected, it is translated to its new location after time ∆t. In the case of a shock, its pre-and post-shock conditions must be uniquely defined to enable its movement without smearing using a Riemann solver. 9 In the ideation of an infrastructure for detection and representation of discontinuities, it is logical to examine sets of basis functions that are inherently discontinuous. Walsh functions 10, 11 form such an orthonormal basis set consisting of square waves that are well suited for such feature detection and geometry extraction. 12 In much the same way that Fast Fourier Transforms (FFT) are used to identify frequency distribution, the Fast Walsh Transform (FWT) can be used to identify features within the distribution. Indeed, the FWT is commonly used in image processing applications. 13 Recent papers on the use of Walsh functions in the solution of nonlinear partial differential equations (PDEs) have emphasized the ability to derive the solution in transformed space. 14, 15, 16 Fundamental operations (multiplication, division, differentiation, and integration) are easily programmed. The multiplication of any two Walsh functions g i (x) and g j (x) with indices i, j ≤ 2 p is another Walsh function g k (x) with index k ≤ 2 p . This closure property under multiplication enables Walsh function solutions of nonlinear systems of partial differential equations (PDE). However, these Walsh function based solution algorithms showed no significant advantage over the conventional, upwind-based finite-volume techniques they were intended to replace. 8 The important lesson from these tests is that, while Walsh functions are well suited to representing discontinuous functions, the discontinuities may still be dissipated if the discretization algorithm is not formulated in a way that preserves the detected features.
The vision for the FWT fit is to work like a shock-capturing method with respect to detection but work like a shock-fitting method with respect to use of more accurate analytic relations. The long term goal of this work is to enable accurate simulations of viscous, hypersonic flow on simplex elements (triangles in 2D, tetrahedra in 3D). For steady problems, the objective is accuracy that meets or exceeds that obtained on a well-aligned prismatic grid system. For unsteady problems, the objective is to create an infrastructure that accurately detects rapidly evolving shocklets and computes their movement across the domain using analytic jump conditions. The goal requires: (1) the ability to compute viscous quantities (heating, shear) on simplex elements that are not generally well-aligned with the shear layer, and (2) the ability to detect shocks and maintain proper jump conditions on poorly-aligned grids. Much progress has been realized toward the first goal through a hyberbolic formulation of the governing equations that enables highly accurate resolution of gradients on simplex elements. 17 Accuracy has been demonstrated on such grids with randomized perturbations that intentionally disrupt grid quality. 18 This paper is the second of two to address the detection and tracking of discontinuities with Walsh functions. The first paper 19 developed the mathematical foundation for using Fast Walsh Transforms (FWT) to detect discontinuities while simultaneously providing a baseline polynomial fit to smooth regions spanning a computational element. The most fundamental aspects of feature detection are developed there for one-dimensional simulations. This paper reviews highlights of the first and then presents new material on the time accurate detection and tracking of discontinuities for the Euler equations. It essentially seeks to replace shock capturing with shock fitting. 20, 21 Preliminary investigation suggests that multidimensional extensions could utilize a multidimensional Walsh function series using the same fractal recursion formulation on simplex elements that is already defined for the one-dimensional series. This paper is organized as follows. Walsh function fundamentals are reviewed in II. Highlights from the first paper 19 describing feature detection and algorithm formulation using Walsh functions are reviewed in Sec. III. The theorem addressing Walsh Root Function annihilation of low-order polynomials is discussed here. It becomes the cornerstone for a Weighted Least Squares Fit based on the FWT, with results presented in Sec. IV. Feature detection in the presence of several offnominal conditions, such as noisy distributions or two discontinuities, is discussed in Sec. V. The principal focus of this paper is to enable preservation and tracking of discontinuities that develop in the solution of a time-accurate PDE by exploiting the FWT capabilities for feature detection. To this end, a conservative formulation of one-dimensional equations are presented in Sec. VI. The key innovation here is to formulate the flux relative to the FWT curve fit, including the discontinuity. All corrections to the baseline fit are then based on a C 0 continuous baseline. The new algorithm is tested through simulations of time-accurate advection, Burgers' equation, and quasi-one-dimensional nozzle flow and shock tube flow in Sec. VII. Concluding remarks and directions for future research are finally presented in Sec. VIII.
II. Walsh Function Fundamentals
Let g n (x) be a basis function over the domain x a ≤ x ≤ x b with n segments. The orthonormal basis function requirements 22 that
enable a recursive algorithm to define g n (x) based on the following constraints. Constrain |g n (x)| equal to a constant across the entire domain (i.e., only allow square waves of constant amplitude). Let index p ≥ 0 define a segment size dx p .
An additional constraint on segment lengths within g n (x) requires that at most two segment lengths (dx p and 2dx p ) are allowed to create n segments spanning the domain. These new constraints allow basis functions to be grouped according to the smallest segment size. A basis function g n (x) belongs to group p if As an example, consider the evolution of the first four groups of g n (x) corresponding to 0 ≤ p ≤ 3 on the domain with x a = 0 and x b = 1. For p = 0, the only element of the group according to Eq. 3 is n = 1. A single segment with length given by Eq. 2 spans the domain. Therefore, g 1 (x) = 1 ( Fig.  1) is the first basis function, belonging to group p = 0 and satisfying Eq. also satisfies Eq. 1, it is convenient to adopt a convention where the sign of the function on the first segment is positive.) For p = 1, the only element of the group according to Eq. 3 is n = 2. Two segments with length equal to 1/2 span the domain. Therefore,
where function g 2 (x) (Fig. 2) is the second basis function, belonging to group p = 1 and satisfying Eq. 1. The value of the function at interior segment boundaries is set to 0, the average of the function on either side of the boundary. (The vertical line through interior segment boundaries in Fig. 2 provides strong visual impact of the discontinuity and is not meant to imply all values between -1 and 1 are included.)
The group defined by p = 2 is the first to have more than one function, g 3 (x) and g 4 (x). The allowed segment sizes in this group are 1/4 and 1/2. Each function is initialized with the smallest segment at the beginning and end of the domain. For n = 3, this initialization leaves a single segment of length 1/2 available to span the interior of the domain. For n = 4, the initialization leaves two segments of length 1/4 to span the interior of the domain. The corresponding functions are shown in Fig. 3 . By inspection, it is clear that these first four basis functions satisfy Eq. 1.
The group defined by p = 3 includes four functions, g 5 (x) through g 8 (x). The allowed segment sizes in this group are 1/8 and 1/4. Each function is again initialized with the smallest segment at the beginning and end of the domain. This is the first group where the distribution of segments required to satisfy Eq. 1 for all combinations of functions in groups 0 -3 becomes nontrivial. Still, the number of permutations of segment size distribution is small and a solution, evident by inspection, is shown in Fig. 4 .
A fractal-based recursion algorithm is used to define the wave pattern for ever larger numbers of segments. 16 A function f (x) may now be represented by an infinite series over the interval x a ≤ x ≤ x b . The coefficients A n are computed
Note that, for domains comprised of a maximum N = 2 p segments, the Fast Walsh Transform (FWT) 19 will be used to compute the wave components A n from f n in order pN operations. If f n = xn+dx/2 xn−dx/2 f (x)dx (integrated average), then a continuous representation is defined. If f n = f (x n ), then a discrete representation is defined. In the derivations that follow, a discrete representation is assumed.
III. Feature Detection from the Fractal Fingerprint
The fractal nature of the Walsh basis functions 16 introduces repeated patterns in the wave component magnitudes that can be exploited for many applications. These patterns are accentuated in a mapping defined as the fractal fingerprint (FFP). The FFP has been presented in detail previously 19 and highlights from that work are summarized here.
• Walsh functions in group p are simply step functions with a baseline step size equal to (x b − x a )/2 p and a maximum of two adjacent steps with the same sign. A mapping that retains group identity for the plot of A n in the FFP is defined:
• For singularity-free functions, a recursive algorithm is evident that enables prolongation -an estimation of all but one element, r(p), of a group p coefficient from a given group p − 1. The new, unique element r is defined as the root index and the Walsh function with root index r is defined as the Walsh root function g r(p) (x).
• It is proven 19 that the inner product of the Walsh root function g r(p) (x) with any polynomial of degree p − 1 over the interval x a ≤ x ≤ x b is identically zero. This proof enables an efficient algorithm for a least squares polynomial fit through data sets spanning 2 p cells in the interval.
• Coefficients of the polynomial curve fit,
to the distribution f (x i ) for 0 < i ≤ 2 p are computed from
where A r(m) are the coefficients of the Walsh root functions obtained through the Fast Walsh Transform (FWT) of f (x i ) and B r(n),m are constants, equal to the coefficients of the Walsh root functions obtained through the FWT of x n i .
• Given a distribution, f (x i ), and a shifted distribution f (x i + ∆x), across 2 p cells on an interval x a ≤ x ≤ x b , two essential properties of their FFPs can be identified to enable feature detection of a discontinuity with a jump magnitude greater than |h|.
-The average of |A n | for 2 p−1 < n ≤ 2 p must be greater than |h| √ x b − x a /2 p -The pattern of sign changes of A n for 2 p−1 < n ≤ 2 p determines the location of the discontinuity within the interval
• A distribution with a C 0 discontinuity may be approximated bỹ
where
The coefficients a k are determined by subtracting the influence of a detected shock from a baseline shocked distribution.
-First, compute and store the constant Walsh Root function coefficients B * r(κ),k for H(x i , x * ) for every ordered pair (x k , x k+1 ) bounding a shock location x * occurring in the interval (x a , x b ).
-Second, the Walsh Root coefficients for a smooth distribution A r(κ) are now computed in Eq. 12 from the Walsh Root coefficients of the shocked distribution A * r(κ) minus the rescaled Walsh Root Function coefficients for the Heaviside function B * r(κ),k with the shock location given by index k.
IV. Polynomial Curve Fits from the Walsh Transform
Representative curve fits for several functions are presented in Fig. 5 . The discrete data f i being fit are shown as black squares. Curve fits through the data are shown as a black dashed line for the 4th degree polynomial (m = 4) and as black solid line for the 6th degree polynomial (m = 6). Both lines are contained within the symbols for each example. The difference between the discrete data and the curve fits are shown on the right scale with red lines. The difference is identically zero for f i = x 4 i in Fig. 5a because the algorithm in Eqs. 8 will exactly recover the polynomial coefficients if f i is formed from a polynomial of degree less than or equal to m, the degree off (x i ). Errors associated with lack of precision begin to manifest at m > 8 -the Walsh Root Function coefficient associated with r(9) = 342 tends to have a very small magnitude (related to the sum 2 8 differences of nearly equal quantities) and this loss of precision directly affects the calculation of the leading coefficient a 9 . The value of f i+1/2 at the interface of two cells will be required in subsequent simulations in Sec. VI. To assess accuracy of interface interpolation, formulations of the interface value are compared to the special case where an exact interface value f e,i+1/2 is available. Cell interface values will be computed on the basis of the fit value at the interface,f (x i+1/2 ), and interpolated corrections from neighbor cells, (f i −f (x i )). Consequently, the interface value is a function of the curve fit polynomialf (x) of degree m that is fit to 2 p discrete points where m ≤ p. A third-order interpolation with this property is defined below in Eq. 13.
The error norms (L 1 ) of the corrected interface values from Eq. 13 are defined in Eq. 14. The error norms of a reference, uncorrected interpolation formulation (L 1,ref ) are defined in Eq. 15.
Note that x i+1/2 = (x i + x i+1 )/2 and f e,i+1/2 is the interface value for one of three test functions (exp(x i+1/2 ), cos(2πx i+1/2 ) or 1/(1 + x i+1/2 )). The last function here replaces the monomial x 4 i because the Walsh transform fit identically reproduces this function. Figure 6 . Variation of L1 error norm with p for 3rd-order accurate interface interpolation on the interval 0 ≤ x ≤ 0.5 with 2 p discrete points comparing conventional interpolation (black line) to Walsh Transform curve fit corrected interpolation (red lines) for polynomial fits varying from degree 3 to
It is instructive to compare the error norms of the corrected interpolation formulations from Eq. 14 to the error norms of the reference, uncorrected interpolation formulation in Eq. 15 in Fig.  6 . In these figures, each increment in p corresponds to a factor of two decrease in the mesh size. A slope of -3 in Fig. 6 indicates that the error norm drops by a factor of eight for an increment in p equal to one. All of the interpolation formulations are third-order accurate except for the m > 6 in Fig. 6a in which the formulation bumps up against machine zero capability with double precision arithmetic. Orders of magnitude increase in accuracy are demonstrated as the order of the polynomial fit m increases for the correction terms. Note that in Fig. 6b the variation of error norms is nearly identical for m = 3 or 4, m = 5 or 6, and m = 7 or 8. This behavior derives from the fact that the even powers of x in the fit to cos(2πx) are almost identically zero on the interval 0 ≤ x ≤ 0.5. Consequently, the next even power of the curve fit provides no new information beyond the previous odd power.
The rate of improvement with increasing m depends on the quality of the curve fit. The red lines are generally observed to lie below the reference black lines for smooth, monotone functions. Even if the function has a local maximum or minimum, improvement is usually noted unless an attempt is made to capture distributions with multiple extrema.
Finally, the operation count required to compute the correction terms is a relatively small overhead with respect to that required for the reference interface interpolation. Evaluation of the polynomial coefficients in Eq. 8 requires order p2 p operations; however, this single fit is used to compute the correction to 2 p − 1 interface values. . Feature detection within the distribution given by Eq. 16 with discontinuity at x11 < x * < x12.
The problem of detecting a shock in the context of a more general, underlying distribution is exemplified in Fig. 7 with distribution defined in Eq. 16. Random numbers with magnitude 0 ≤ rnd i ≤ 1 are mapped to the function f i = cos(2πx i ) on the interval (0, 0.5) in order to test the algorithms for determining polynomial fits and feature detection on noisy distributions. If m ≥ p − 1 in Eq. 7 and the distribution f i is noisy, then it is usually observed that the resulting curve fit using the algorithm defined by Eq. 8 is poor. The magnitude of the highest-order polynomial coefficient a m in such a case is usually too large and the fit oscillates through the distribution with large excursions above and below the mean. It is found that m ≤ 4 through distributions with p ≥ 6 produce good curve fits through noisy data, as shown in Fig. 8 . The noise is effectively filtered by basing the curve fit on the truncated Walsh function transform.
The ability to detect a shock in the presence of a noisy distribution is demonstrated in Fig.  9 . The two randomly generated test cases presented in Fig. 9 highlight the challenge of detecting a shock in the presence of noise with amplitude equal to 0.2. In most cases, a result consistent with Random Sample 1 in Fig. 9a is obtained. The pattern match in the FFP (Fig. 9b) is somewhat disrupted by noise; however, the disruption was not sufficient to thwart the detection algorithm. Occasionally, the randomly generated data produces an FFP with too many disruptions to an accepted pattern to identify a shock location, as shown in Fig. 9c and d . A similar test in which the amplitude of the noise was reduced to 0.1 encountered no failures of the shock detection algorithm.
B. Distributions with Two C0 or C1 Discontinuities
Feature detection in a hypersonic flow solver must be able to accommodate the interaction of two shocks in the same element. An analysis of the FFP for two Heaviside functions reveals that the resulting distribution of Walsh coefficients is nothing more than a linear combination of each individual function's coefficients. A bilevel distribution of the group p coefficients is observed, from which it is possible to reconstruct the effect of each Heaviside function individually. A representative curve fit is shown in Fig. 10a . In like manner, the detection of C1 discontinuities is accommodated by taking the derivative of the transform 16 and then search as before for the C0 discontinuities. The differentiation operator is simply a matrix multiply of the Walsh coefficients. An example with C1 (slope) discontinuities is generated with H (x, x * ) = (x − x * )H(x, x * ) and is presented in Fig. 10b . Figure 10 . An example of feature detection for a two discontinuity distribution with x29 < x * 1 < x30 and x33 < x * 2 < x34 for p = 6 and m = 4.
VI. Formulation Relative to the FWT Fit
The FWT curve fit with feature detection provides new opportunities for the solution of differential equations. Simple examples are considered in this section. The essence of the approach is to linearize the system of equations with respect to the FWT fit.
The value of any variable calculated from the reference FWT fit is indicated with a tilde over the variable name. The formulation of any interface value at index i + 1/2 between indices i and i + 1 requires a single curve fit that spans all cells with an explicit influence on the interface value. Each FWT is evaluated at the beginning of a timestep. A very simple way to satisfy this requirement in one space dimension is to run an FWT fit centered at each cell interface. Such an approach is not readily extended into multidimensional simulations using simplex elements. In the present formulation, a domain is divided into elements. (See Fig. 11 .) Each element contains N = 2 p cells. A single FWT curve fit is derived for each dependent variable spanning the element. In general, a fourth-order accurate formulation of inviscid flux at cell face i + 1/2 requires support from cells i − 2 to i + 3. The interior cell walls from N/4+1 to 3N/4, indicated by the upper black brackets in Fig. 11 , are all defined relative to the elemental FWT fit. The remaining cell walls within N/4 cells of an elemental boundary, indicated by the lower red bracket in Fig. 11 , are defined relative to a blended FWT fit spanning the interior elemental boundaries.
The model equation system is given by ∂q ∂t + ∂f ∂x + ∂h ∂x + s(q, x, t) = 0 (17) Figure 11 . Schematic of the stencils used to define the inviscid flux across cell boundaries. Each element is composed of 16 cells. An FWT fit is applied across each element. The upper black bracket defines the cell boundaries derived from the elemental FWT fit. A blending FWT fit is applied across element boundaries. The lower red bracket defines the cell boundaries derived from the blended FWT fit.
A fourth-order Runge Kutta method is used to advance the solution in time. 23 Let
Then, given an initial distribution at time t = t 0 , the solution at t = t 0 + ∆t is given by
A conventional, fourth-order accurate formulation in space for the inviscid (or viscous) flux terms are defined by
When discontinuities are detected in the FWT they cannot be located with any greater precision than one cell size. The detection algorithm simply informs that a discontinuity has been detected between cell center i and cell center i + 1. For convenience, the discontinuity is assigned a location at the cell interface, i + 1/2. In this case, the limiting value of f when approaching the cell interface from below, f − i+1/2 , is not equal to the limiting value of f when approaching the cell interface from above, f + i+1/2 . It also follows in this case that the variation of f between x + i−1/2 and x − i+1/2 is continuous. Equation 24 is therefore modified to account for the possibility of a discontinuity at a cell interface as follows.
Even though fourth-order spatial accuracy is lost in the presence of a discontinuous jump (except for some special cases), it is expected that this formulation will preclude the need for additional limiting or adjustment of stencils. This formulation is used for the advection and Burgers' equation test cases that follow. A second-order accurate formulation is expressed by
Inviscid flux terms f ± i+1/2 will be defined relative to the FWT fits in Sec B. Viscous flux terms h i+1/2 are defined in C.
A. Preservation of Discontinuities
The right and left state of a discontinuity in an element may be defined in one of two ways. If the FWT is a good fit to the data spanning an element, then the right and left states across a cell wall x * = x i+1/2 are computed from Eq. 9 with x = x * ± ∆x, where = 0.0001 herein. A good fit is defined as
where L In general, a discontinuity in the Euler equations decomposes into three waves as defined by the Riemann problem illustrated in Fig. 12 . The algorithm for detecting and tracking these discontinuities is represented in the flow chart of Fig 13 with additional details as follows. An exact Riemann solver 9 is used to determine the intermediate states 2 and 3 given the left and right states, 1 and 4, respectively, from Fig. 12 . The Riemann solver will also provide the wave velocities of any shock or expansion fan separating states 1 from 2 (left running) and 3 from 4 (right running) as well as the contact surface velocity separating states 2 and 3. For the purpose of feature detection in this work, a detection threshold is defined for a shock as a function of the pressure ratio across the wave, (p high /p low ) thr . In like manner, a detection threshold is defined for contact discontinuities as a function of the density ratio, (ρ high /ρ low ) thr . Expansion fans are not preserved as discontinuities. Feature tracking requires that the bounding states and velocity of the leftmost detected wave be stored as q p L , q p L,inner , and V L . In like manner, the bounding states and velocity of the rightmost detected wave are stored as q p R , q p R,inner , and V R . A key element of this algorithm is to accept the fact that, even though a wave grouping as represented in Fig. 12 may be comprised of distinct waves after some small amount of time, it is not possible to observe that distinction in discretized space until at least one element of the group moves past a cell center. Consequently, an FWT detected discontinuity between any two cell centers must include the leftmost and rightmost states given by or contact surface serve as internal boundary conditions for the flow solver. Therefore, the finite volume formulation for any cell bordering a discontinuity will use
The detection algorithm starts afresh every time step. Shocks will appear or disappear based solely on the detection parameters 19 used within the FWT and the threshold parameters, (p high /p low ) thr and (ρ high /ρ low ) thr , filtering the Riemann solver. Still, it is necessary to maintain information regarding the previous location of a detected discontinuity so that its movement across the element may be computed. To enable shock movement, a data storage entity defined as a floater is created. Two floaters per element are allowed because the FWT (as currently configured) can only discern at most two discontinuities. Floaters are initialized to a null state. (See Fig. 14.) A newly detected discontinuity is assigned to a floater to enable its location s relative to x i+1/2 to be tracked. A detected discontinuity matches an existing floater location if it lies between the same two adjacent cell centers. If, after a new time step, a floater is not matched, then the feature disappears as a discontinuity and the cell interface is no longer treated as an internal boundary condition. Though not shown in the flow chart, floaters are free to cross element boundaries.
Update Riemann states and veloci1es in the matched floater. In the case of the Euler equations, the FWT may detect a discontinuity that is too weak to register as either a shock or a contact surface. In this case, no effort is made to preserve the discontinuity as a distinct entity and a Roe's approximate Riemann solver is used to provide a definition of f i+1/2 . Consequently, the flux for this transitional state between a clearly continuous and clearly discontinuous profile assigns, f
B. Inviscid Flux
The previous section defines f ± i+1/2 for cases where a discontinuity is detected by the FWT between cells i and i + 1. In this section, a continuous variation is expected across the interface and the FWT is utilized to provide enhanced accuracy as discussed previously in Sec. IV and illustrated in Figs. 5 and 6.
The flux Jacobian is diagonalized in the usual way in Eq. 30.
The conversion from primitive to characteristic variables is defined relative to the FWT fit at cell centers i using the matrix defined in Eq. 31. Differential contributions to the flux emanating from left and right running waves are evaluated with respect to the FWT fit at cell interfaces i + 1/2 using the matrices defined in Eqs. 32 and 33.
The difference between the actual value of the dependent variable q i and the FWT fit to that same variable at cell center x i is given by Eq. 34. This differential represents a correction to the FWT value of the dependent variable at cell centers. The corresponding differential of the characteristic variable is defined in Eq. 35.
Note that the variation of these differential quantities is expected to be continuous and differentiable, even across discontinuities. A fourth-order accurate interpolation formula is used to bring the cell-centered, differential corrections from the left (Eq. 36) and from the right (Eq. 37) to the cell interface at i + 1/2,
where the interpolation formula for equally spaced cells is given by Eq. 38.
Discerning right and left running corrections to the flux at interface i + 1/2 employs the eigenvalue and eigenvector matrices in Eqs. 39 and 40. The right and left corrections are finally applied to the FWT reference of fluxf (q(x i+1/2 )) in Eq. 41.
(41)
C. Viscous Flux
Whereas the inviscid flux terms were defined relative to the FWT fit, the viscous terms are defined relative to q i . The inviscid formulation is designed to detect and preserve discontinuities. The viscous formulation, consistent with the physical nature of dissipation, must retain the ability to dissipate (spread out) the shock. The competing influence of these formulations on shock structure will be discussed further in the Burgers' equation examples that follow in Sec. B. The fourth-order accurate formulation of viscous flux on a cell wall is therefore defined by
This formulation utilizes the identical stencil defined for the inviscid flux in Fig. 11 . A modified version of Eq. 42 recognizes that the available resolution may be insufficient to resolve a shear layer. Equation 43 prevents formation of non-physical extrema across the discontinuity if the physical viscosity coefficient is too small.
where ν 0 = min(ν, ∆x/2) and the a k are the FWT derived curve fit coefficients of Eq. 9.
VII. Sample applications

A. Advection Equation
The Advection equation is defined from the model system (Eq. 17) with f = cq, h = 0 (ν = 0), and s = 0 with q a scalar. The domain is given by 0 ≤ x ≤ 1 and a periodic boundary condition is applied such that q(0, t) = q(1, t). The wave speed c = 1 is a constant and the matrices in Eqs. 31 -33 are scalars, identically equal to 1. Explicit time advancement is used with ∆t = ∆x. The exact solution is expressed with a transformation from x and t to z by
Results for the advection of a Gaussian profile are shown in Fig. 15 . There are no discontinuities to be detected in this example. The computed profile is indistinguishable from the exact solution after 20 cycles across the domain in Fig. 15a for a simulation with 8 elements, 2 6 = 64 cells per element (p = 6), using an FWT fit polynomial of degree 6 (m = 6). The L 1 error norm for several simulations relative to the exact solution after 20 cycles is presented in Fig. 15b , where
The total number of cells in a simulation equals the number of elements times the number of cells per element (2 p ). A four element simulation with 2 p cells per element has approximately the same error norm as an eight element simulation with 2 p−1 cells per element. The slope of log 10 (L 1 ) with respect to p for simulations with the same number of elements equals -4, indicating a fourth-order accurate simulation in space and time. The ∆ symbols in Fig. 15b indicate results for which the FWT fit was circumvented by settingq i to zero. This result shows a factor two reduction in the error when using the FWT fit (square symbols) as compared to a more conventional formulation (delta symbols), even for a case in which there are no discontinuities.
Results for the advection of a triangular profile that is C 0 continuous, but has C 1 discontinuities at z = 0.25, 0.50, and 0.75, are shown in Fig. 16 . The computed profile shows slight rounding of the corners after 20 cycles in Fig. 16a for a simulation with 8 elements, 2 6 = 64 cells per element (p = 6), using an FWT fit polynomial of degree 6 (m = 6). The corresponding L 1 error norm for several simulations relative to the exact solution after 20 cycles is presented in Fig. 16b . The presence of C 1 discontinuities disrupts the fourth-order convergence observed for the previous case. The approximate order of convergence is 1.5. Simulations with and without the FWT fit are essentially identical -suggesting that discontinuities in slope may be an additional feature worth detecting in future work.
Results for the advection of a cosine profile superposed on a Heaviside function are shown in Fig. 17 . This is the first example with a C 0 discontinuity included in the initial profile. The discontinuity should advect to the right with speed equal to one. If the discontinuity is dissipated by the numerics in the solution of the advection equation, then there is no restorative action to resharpen the discontinuity -all characteristics have wave speed equal to one. Consequently, feature detection is exploited here to preserve the magnitude of the detected discontinuity and to move it with the wave speed, as outlined in Fig. 14 . In this simple advection case, there is only a right running wave with wavespeed V R = 1. When the discontinuity crosses a cell center x i , the cell is updated according to the translated FWT curve fit given by Eq. 9. (Note that this update algorithm is simpler than that described earlier; 19 however, the results are nearly identical.) This tracking algorithm effectively preserves the discontinuity through 20 cycles across the domain, as seen in Fig. 17a and b . If the tracking algorithm is not engaged and a conventional limiter is not enforced, then ringing across the discontinuity is evident in Fig. 17c . The error norms for several simulations varying the number of elements spanning the domain and the order of the FWT fit in each element are presented in Fig. 17d . Engaging the discontinuity tracking algorithm provides orders of magnitude more accurate results than without tracking and provides a convergence rate approaching third-order in space and time. It is important to note that the tracking algorithm diverges for m > 5. It appears that the extra degree of freedom in the FWT fit enables waviness across the detected discontinuity that amplifies with increasing time.
B. Burgers' Equation
Burgers' equation is defined from the model system (Eq. 17) with f = 1 2 q 2 , h = ν ∂q ∂x , and s = 0 with q a scalar. The domain is given by −1 ≤ x ≤ 1 and fixed boundary conditions are applied such that q(−1, t) = 1 and q(1, t) = −1. The initial condition is given by q(x, 0) = −x. The solution evolves to a steady state given by q(x) = C tanh( Cx 2ν ). The constant C is defined to recover the boundary values. In the limit ν → 0, q(x) = 1 − 2H(x, 0), where the Heaviside function was defined in Eq. 10. The matrices in Eqs. 31 -33 are:
Achieving high-order spatial accuracy in these simulations is simplified by using the value of the steady-state analytic solution for any formulation that requires cell center information beyond the boundaries.
In this example, a detected discontinuity between cells i and i + 1 has a single wave speed approximated by V = (q(x i ) + q(x i+1 )/2. When the discontinuity crosses an adjacent cell center, the cell is updated according to the translated FWT curve fit give by Eq. 9. (Again, this update algorithm is simpler than that described earlier; 19 however, the results produce nearly identical results in the steady state.) Results for the Burgers' equation simulations are shown in Fig. 18 . Symbols in Figs. 18(ac) indicate cell center locations. Three diffusivity coefficients covering three orders of magnitude (ν = 0.100, 0.010, and 0.001) are considered. When ∆x/ν < O(1), the simulated shock is well resolved and when ∆x/ν > O(1), the simulated shock is unresolved. All of the ν = 0.100 simulations are well resolved . For example, Fig 18a, shows a well resolved shock with 8 elements and 16 cells per element. The L 1 norm for ν = 0.100 in Fig. 18e shows a monotone decrease with slope less than -4, indicating fourth-order accuracy. The ν = 0.010 simulations for n < 16 have ∆x/ν = O(1). In these cases, the exact solution has only a few cells resolving the jump and the simulated solution either detects a shock with a jump across a single cell (as in Fig. 18b ) or it places a discontinuity free FWT fit across the transition that tends to be sharper than the exact solution. The detection threshold (h * ) 19 for a discontinuity is set to 0.5 for these simulations; larger values tend to favor a smoother transition but may allow some small overshoot in the simulated profile. As the number of elements n increases, the value of ∆x/ν becomes less than 1 and fourth-order accuracy is evident in Fig. 18e . The ν = 0.001 simulations for n < 32 have ∆x/ν < O(1). In this case, both the exact solution and the simulated solution show a jump across a single cell as shown in Fig. 18c . When n > 32, the ratio ∆x/ν becomes less than order 1 and the transition is well resolved, as shown in Fig. 18d . The L 1 norm shows fourth-order accuracy in Fig. 18e for this range with n > 32. There is no clearly defined order of accuracy for smaller n; very small errors in the detected jump magnitude tend to keep the error norm of order 10 −2 . Numerical experiments indicate divergence for cases where the FWT polynomial has degree m > 4 and ∆x/ν >= O(1). As with the advection equation, it appears that the extra degree of freedom in the FWT fit enables waviness across the detected discontinuity that amplifies with increasing time.
C. Quasi-One-Dimensional, UnsteadyFlow
The quasi-one-dimensional nozzle and shock tube problems are defined from the model system (Eq. 17) with q = [ρA, ρuA, ρEA]
T , f = ρuA, ρu 2 A + pA, ρuHA 
A superscript * indicates a dimensional quantity. 19 (h * ) for a discontinuity is set to 0.3 for these Euler equation simulations. The acceptance threshold for a shock (see Fig. 13 ) is (p high /p low ) thr = 1.05 and for a contact discontinuity is (ρ high /ρ low ) thr = 1.15. If these parameters are set too high, then the algorithm will fail to detect some weaker but real discontinuous flow features. If these parameters are set too low, then false positives for the presence of a discontinuity may be produced that tend to degrade accuracy and/or stability.
Nozzle
The nozzle area distribution A(x) used herein is defined
A nozzle schematic with boundary conditions is shown in Fig. 19 . Two inflow boundary conditions at x = x a = −1 match total enthalpy and isentropic flow from the plenum. A single outflow boundary condition at x = x b = 1 matches pressure at the exit plane. Analytic solutions to nozzle flow can be defined as a function of area ratio. 25 The nozzle has A throat = 1 and A exit = 7. If 1 > p exit > 0.9951909, then the flow throughout this nozzle is subsonic. If 0.9951909 > p exit > 0.180148, then the flow is sonic at the throat and a shock stands between the throat and the exit. The initial condition for all cases corresponds to a diaphragm at the nozzle throat separating plenum conditions from exit conditions with zero velocity and
The test problem, with results at different times plotted in Fig. 20 , sets p/p ref = 0.2, γ = 1.4 and produces a standing shock near the exit with Mach number, M = 3.438 and a pressure ratio across the shock equal to 13.6 in the steady-state limit. The lines in this figure indicate the analytic steady-state limit solution. The symbols indicate cell center values from the simulation. The initial profile (Fig. 20 a) spawns a left moving expansion and right moving shock shortly after the diaphragm bursts (Fig. 20 b) . A clearly discernible contact surface is not evident in the density distribution for this condition. At t = 0.646 the initial shock is near the exit plane and a steepening of the flow profile is evident in Fig. 20 c. In the next frame (Fig. 20 d) , the steepening profiles transform to a right moving shock. The jump is recognized and preserved across a single cell by the FWT algorithm. By t = 2.66 the initial shock has exited, an expansion moves back up the nozzle and the shock "born" upstream in respectively. This reduction in error norm indicates an order of accuracy equal to 1.36. The current algorithm makes no attempt to adjust the difference stencil based on the exact location of the discontinuity between the cells and so the net error is substantially weighted by this first-order treatment. Also, it was observed that a steady-state solution could be obtained without limiting the application of Eqs. 25 and 38 but the standing shock formed several cells upstream of the correct location. Consequently, this simulation was executed using Eq. 26 and a first-order extrapolation (L(a, b, c, d) = b) in place of Eq. 38 whenever the stencil spanned a discontinuity. ). An analytic solution to this problem following the diaphragm removal is easily derived from an exact Riemann solver up to the first reflection of the shock off the right closed end. This test case (frequently cited as the Sod problem 26 ) produces a challenging contact discontinuity that follows the shock to the right. The simulation is executed with identical numerical parameters used in the previous nozzle case.
The first three frames of Fig. 21 show the profiles at t/t ref = 0, 0.39, and 0.781, respectively. The lines show the time-accurate analytic solution assuming no reflections off the end walls. The symbols show the simulation results at the cell centers. Of particular interest is the density distribution shown by the red circles and dashed red line. The simulation preserves moving discontinuities at both the shock front and the contact discontinuity. Shock capturing techniques typically smear the shock over two to three cells and the contact discontinuity over many cells. The shock and the contact surface discontinuity in this simulation are generally within one cell of the exact solution. The error norm to the first reflection is shown in Fig. 22 . The jaggedness of this plot is a consequence of the "quantized" movement of the discontinuities. The simulated discontinuity abruptly jumps from one cell interface to the next according to the logic in Fig. 14 Figures 21 d and e show the reflected shock just after reflection and then shortly after it passes through the surface contact discontinuity. Note the contact discontinuity in the red circles at the extreme right of Fig. 21 e. The shock in this figure near x = 0 is moving to the left.
The last four frames of Fig. 21 (f-i) show a shock, initially at x = 0.6, moving to the right toward a contact discontinuity at x = 0.85. In frame (g), the oncoming shock has passed through the contact discontinuity at x = 0.9 and has just contacted the right wall. A weak reflected shock off the contact surface is transmitting to the left at x = 0.75. In frame (h), the strong shock has reflected off the right wall and is overtaking the weak shock moving to the left near x = 0.35. In frame (i), the strong shock has overtaken the weaker shock and a single wave continues movement to the left at x = 0.
The purpose of this test is to evaluate how well the FWT algorithm tracks shocks and contact discontinuities in a highly unsteady environment that includes colliding features. The use of analytic relations to define and move discontinuities enables preservation of even weak jumps for long periods of time. It is observed that the target norm for accepting the FWT fit (Eq. 27) is not always achieved when multiple discontinuities occur in the same element. This condition is observed in the time shortly after the diaphragm is removed and in the reflection of a strong shock off the right wall and in the vicinity of the near stationary contact discontinuity. While the majority of elements are well resolved by the FWT, it appears that the algorithm for detecting two discontinuities in the same element requires more refinement.
In the current algorithm, conservation may be compromised every time a floater passes over a cell boundary. While the baseline formulation in smooth regions is conservative, there is currently no check that conservation is maintained when the floating boundary passes across a cell wall. While the exact Riemann solution is conservative, its implementation in discretized space requires additional constraints when the discontinuity passes over a cell center. These constraints are currently being investigated. A simple check of mass conservation in the current example should show that the integral of density with respect to distance from the contact discontinuity to the right wall should be a constant equal to 1.0. The integral of density over the entire domain, approximated by 6.78 and 7.07 (-3.1% to 1% error) over the time span of Fig. 21. (The same metric applied to the analytic solution up to the first reflection shows an error varying between -0.7% and 0.3%.) The integral of density from the contact surface to the right wall in Fig. 21(i) is 0.9675 (-3.25% error).
VIII. Concluding Remarks
The principal contribution of this paper is the evaluation of a Fast Walsh Transform (FWT) curve fit to enable feature detection in the solution of nonlinear differential equations. The FWT fit is enabled through a new theorem, Walsh Root Function Annihilation of Low-Order Polynomials. That is, given a uniform distribution of 2 p cells on a one-dimensional element, it is proven that the inner product of the Walsh Root function for group p with every polynomial of degree ≤ (p − 1) across the element is identically zero. It is also proven that the magnitude and location of a discontinuous jump, as represented by a Heaviside function, are explicitly identified by its Fast Walsh Transform (FWT) coefficients. These two proofs enable an algorithm that quickly provides a Weighted Least Squares fit to distributions across the element that include a discontinuity. It is shown that flux reconstruction relative to the FWT fit in partial differential equations provides improved accuracy and eliminates the need for flux limiting in the vicinity of a discontinuity. The detection of a discontinuity further enables analytic relations to locally describe its evolution and provide increased accuracy.
Examples of inviscid flux formulation with respect to the FWT curve fits are provided for time-accurate advection, Burgers' equation, and quasi-one-dimensional Euler equations. An RK-4 method is used to advance all solutions in an explicit, time-accurate formulation. Fourth-order accuracy is confirmed for the advection of a Gaussian profile and for the steady-state solution of Burgers equation with a cell Reynolds number ∆x/ν < 1. Discontinuities in a test profile translate across the domain twenty times without dissipation (jump across a single cell) and without any overshoot, maintaining second-order convergence. Discontinuities in the nonlinear sample problems are detected within a single cell, without ringing using the FWT fit formulation. The steady state limit for a standing shock in a de Laval nozzle is accurately recovered. The algorithm is able to detect and preserve shocks and surface contact discontinuities through multiple reflections and collisions within a closed, shock tube problem.
Some thirty years ago, the CFD community predominantly adopted upwind-based, shockcapturing methods over various implementations of shock-fitting methods, utilizing unsteady Rankine Hugoniot relations to compute analytic jump conditions and shock velocities. Shock-capturing algorithms make minor adjustments to a stencil based on local gradients to enable a stable discretization across the shock (limiting) but do not use any analytic information based on the Rankine Hugoniot equations. Shock-fitting algorithms must carry the infrastructure to define interior shock coordinates and make significant adjustments to the stencil at these interior boundaries, but they benefit from a more accurate, analytic representation of shocks moving through the domain. The vision for the FWT fit is to work like a shock-capturing method with respect to detection but work like a shock-fitting method with respect to use of more accurate analytic relations. The enabling innovation for feature detection is the ability to quantitatively define the magnitude and location of a discontinuity within some 2 p cells in an element within the domain using the FWT curve fit. The cost here is a larger stencil of cells required than for either shock capturing or shock fitting. The expectation is that the state of the art is moving toward use of higher-order elements so that the requisite stencil for detection is already available.
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